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Many4øAr/39Ar
agespectra
foralkalifeldspars
aresignificantly
different
fromthemodelagespectra
calculatedfor slowly cooled samplescomposedof diffusiondomainsof a singlesize, and the Arrhenius
plots for these samples show departures from linearity that are inconsistent with diffusion from
domains of equal size. The most plausible explanation for these discrepanciesis the existence of a
distribution of diffusion domain sizes. We have extended the single-diffusion-domainclosure model of
Dodson so that it applies to minerals with a distribution of domain sizes and have used it to explain

manycommonly
observed
features
of 4øAr/39Ar
agespectra
andArrhenius
plotsfor 39Arlossduring
stepheating.
Forsamples
witha distribution
of diffusion
domainsizes,theformof the39ArArrhenius
curve is a function of the heating schedule (i.e., the temperature and duration of the steps used), and
thus different heating scheduleswill result in different curves for the same sample. This effect can be
used to confirm the existence of a distribution of diffusion domain sizes and to optimize the information
containedin the Arrhenius plot. The multiple diffusiondomain size model is used to reinterpret the age
spectra, Arrhenius plots, and cooling history of three feldspars from the Chain of Ponds pluton,

northwestern
Maine,earlierinterpreted
assuming
a singledomainsize.Interpreting
the4øAr/39Ar
and
39Arreleased
duringstepheatingin termsof a singledomainsizegivesriseto a largediscrepancy
between the cooling rate determined from the age and closure temperature of the three samples
compared to the cooling rate required to explain the shape of the individual age spectra. The single
domain size model fails also to account for the observed departures from linearity of the Arrhenius
plots. We show that a particular domain size distribution in each sample can explain in detail both the
shape of the age spectra and the Arrhenius plots, and results in the three samplesdefining a common
cooling history. There is thus good evidence for the three alkali feldspar samplesstudied here that the

thermally
activated
diffusion
measured
by 39Arreleaseduringstepheating
in thelaboratory
is alsothe
mechanismresponsiblefor argon loss or retention in the natural setting.

1.

INTRODUCTION

tains information on the amount of potassium present (based

The potassium-argon dating method, which uses the ra-

dioactive
decayof 4øKto stable4øArasthemeasure
of time,
has been widely and successfullyapplied to many different
rock types of diverse ages [see Dalrymple and Lanphere,
1969]. Many common minerals lose Ar at geologically moderate temperatures, and thus the date obtained is not the
time of crystallization but the time when the mineral was
sufficiently cold to become an effectively closed system.
This apparent shortcomingof the K-Ar systemcan be turned
to advantage if the mechanism for loss is thermally activated, in which case a temperature can be associated with
the age of each sample, making the system a thermochro-

ontotal39Arreleased),thelossof argon,assumed
to be due
to molecular diffusion, as a function of temperature (from the

amountof 39Arreleased
duringeachtemperature
step),and
an age associatedwith each fraction of argon released. The
measure of how the sample loses argon as a function of
temperature is critical for estimating the closure temperature
to which the age refers. The second development is theoretical, involving the formalism for defining and determining
this closure temperature [Dodson, 1973].
Dodson assumed that the loss of argon is a thermally
activated diffusion process which follows a simple Arrhenius
equation of the form

nometer.

D = Do exp ( - E/RT)

Two developments were particularly important in K-Ar
thermochronometry. The first was the realization by Merrihue and Turner [1966] that one can use neutron interactions

where D is the diffusion coefficient with value Do as the
absolute temperature T becomes very large, R is the gas
constant, and E is the activation energy. The "frequency

to convert39Kto 39Ar,whichledto whatis nowcalledthe
4øAr/39Ar
datingmethod[seeMcDougalland Harrison, factor"DOandE aredetermined
fromtherelease
of 39Aras
1988].By monitoringthe releaseof 39Arand 4øAr/39Ar a function of temperature in the step heating experiment. If
during step heating of a neutron-irradiated sample one ob-
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the geological cooling of the sample near its closure temperature can be representedby a linear changewith time of l/T,
Dodson [1973] showed that the closure temperature Tc of a
uniform grain is given by

Copyright 1989 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 89JB01387.

Tc =
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Fig. 2.

^rrhcnius plot for alkali feldspars from the Chain of

Pondspluton.D/p2 for orthoclas½s
calculated
usinga spherical

geometry model and a planar geometry for the microcline sample
Fig. 1. Age spectrafor Chain of Pondspluton alkali feldspars [from H½izlcr ½t al., 1988, Figure 9]. One standard deviation error
[from Heizler et al., 1988, Figure 8]. The one standard deviation bars are shownwhen they are larger than the size of the symbol.

error bars for age are of order + 1 Ma and therefore not shown.

where r is the time requiredto diminishD by a factor of e, p
is the characteristic size of the diffusion domains, which are
often much smallerthan the observedgrain size, and A is a
numerical constant related to the geometry of the diffusion
domains (see Dodson [1973] for values of A for slabs,
cylinders, and spheres).The time constantr may also be
expressed as

behavior reflected a structural breakdown of the sample
during heating in the laboratory (i.e., an artifact of the
laboratoryexperimentnot relevant to the sample'sproperties in nature), which had the effect of changingthe diffusion
properties. Therefore only data obtained at the lower temperatures were used to determine the diffusion parameters
that in turn were used to calculate closure temperatures.
Closuretemperatureswere plotted againstage basedon the

sample's
4øAr/39Ar,
andwereproduce
Heizleret al.'s [1988]
Figure 12 as Figure 3. The three feldsparsamplesappearto
(3)
define a smooth slow cooling history with changesof the
E(dT/dt)
order of 2ø-3øCper million years.
which requires some knowledgeof the coolingrate dT/dt as
A test for the internal consistencyof applying simple
well as the activation parameters. For geologicallyreason- diffusiontheory to such data is based on the realization that
able coolingratesand typicalDo andE of commonminerals, the shapesof the age spectra (Figure 1) contain information
Tc dependsonly weakly on r, and thus even a crude a priori on the cooling rate experienced by each sample. If the
estimateof dT/dt is sufficientto determineTc.
system is behaving according to simple diffusion theory,
The Dodson theory for closure temperature, which we then the rate of cooling that we deduce from the individual
review in more detail in section 2, defines and gives the age spectra and that seen in Figure 3 should agree. In fact,
meansfor determiningthe temperatureTc that the analyzed these two estimatesof the coolingrate do not agree.
sample had at a time in the past correspondingto the age
The use of age spectraas estimatorsof the coolingrate is
givenby its total4øAr/39Ar,
provided
thattheassumptionsmost easily illustrated by appropriately normalized theoretmade in derivingthe theory are met. Further analysisof the ical age spectrasuchas we show in Figure 4. This particular
datagenerated
by the 4øAr/39Ar
methodenablesus to test representationof agedifference(/x age), normalizedby r, as
these key assumptions.How a test might be devised is best a function
of cumulative
39Arlossis validfor all cooling
illustrated by reviewing a recent effort to determine the rates and follows from the diffusive behavior of domains of
cooling history of some plutonic rocks usingthis method.
uniform size. The key point is that the changesin age of an
Figure 1 showsthe age spectrafor three alkali feldspars age spectrum are a measure of r, which in turn can be used
from the Chain of Ponds pluton, northwesternMaine, mea- to find dT/dt (equation (3)).
suredin T. M. Harrison's laboratoryby Heizler et al. [1988].
The Arrhenius parametersE and Do found from the
The correspondingArrhenius plots for these samplesare low-temperature(T < 600øC)portions of Figure 2 together
shown in Figure 2. Note that in all three cases shown in with the coolingrate implied by Figure 3 give a value for r of
Figure 2 there is a departurefrom linear behaviorat temper- about 7 Ma for all three samples. Calculated (assuminga
aturesabove about 600øC.Heizler et al. invoked the sugges- singlediffusiondomain size) age spectraare comparedwith
tion by Harrison et al. [1986] that this high-temperature the observed age spectra normalized to this value of r in
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times concave upward for the early released argon, a flat
portion near 50% argon release, and a further increase in age
between 60% and 100% argon release) than the smoothly
increasingtheoretical spectra. To quantify the discrepancy,
we show in Figure 6 that the age spectra imply a much
slower cooling rate (dT/dt < IøC/Ma) correspondingto r
21 Ma. Thus we see that if we assume a single diffusion
domain size for the Chain of Ponds samples, we will arrive at
two very different estimates of the cooling rate, one of order
3øC/Ma based on their closure temperatures versus time
(Figure 3) and a slower cooling rate of < IøC/Ma based on the
shape of their age spectra (Figure 5). The conclusion is that
for these three samples, and for numerous others that we
have inspectedbut not explicitly modelled, the processof Ar
loss is more complicated than that given by Dodson closure
theory for diffusion domains of a single size.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the cause of the
discrepancies noted above and to suggest new ways for
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Fig. 3. Heizler's cooling curve for the Chain of Ponds pluton as
defined by mineral ages and assignedclosure temperatures [from
Heizler et al., 1988, Figure 12]. The error bars are one standard
deviation.

nearly self-consistent.Because much of our analysis is based
on an extension of Dodson's model for closure temperature,
we begin in section 2 with a review of his model. In section
3 we consider if Dodson's assumptionthat 1/T oct is critical
and if the observed discrepancy between the cooling rates
derived from a set of closure temperatures and that determined by fitting curves to the age spectra might not arise
from the fact that the samples had a cooling history with a

different
timedependence.
We calculate
4øAraccumulation
for cooling
histories
in whichT, T-]/2, or T-] varieslinearly

Figure 5. The changes in age in the observed spectra are
significantly larger and affect much more of the sample's
argonthan those in the calculatedspectra. Furthermore, the
shape of the observed spectra have more structure (some-

Plane

slab

in time and interpret the results using Dodson's theory. We
find that the temperature history is recovered almost perfectly even when the actual cooling was not that assumed in
deriving the formula for closure temperature. In sections 4
and 5 we introduce the possibility that the samplesanalyzed
consisted not of a single diffusion domain size but of a
distribution of sizes, which Turner [1968] and Gillespie et al.
[1982] already recognized as having an impact on the age
spectra. In a more recent paper, Zeitler [1988] shows how a
distribution

0

of diffusion

domain

sizes will affect the Arrhe-

nius curves as well. Not only are the observed age spectra
better fit by the theoretical curves for appropriate choicesof
the distribution

of domain

sizes but so are the Arrhenius

plots shown in Figure 2. The departure from linearity is due
to the different domain sizes affecting different parts of the
plot. The realization that the three samplesfrom the Chain of
Ponds pluton contain a distribution of diffusion domain sizes
forces a reinterpretation of their cooling history with the
effect of increasing temperature by about 50øC above that
originally estimated.
There are at least two very important practical implications if there exists a distribution
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Fig. 4. Normalized age spectra for slowly cooled minerals of
sphericaland planar geometry as calculatedby M. H. Dodson [see
McDougall and Harrison, 1988]. The vertical A age/r axis measures
differencesin age along the spectra in units of the time constant r
(see equation (3) for definition of r). The curve for cylindrical
geometry falls between these two curves and was not plotted.

of diffusion

domain

sizes.

The first is that there will no longer be a single closure
temperature; instead the analyzed properties of each sample
will depend on a segment of the cooling curve that extends
from the higher temperatures, where the largest grains begin
to close, down to the colder temperatures at which the
smallest grain size fraction finally closes. The second is that
Arrhenius plots derived from step heating experiments on
multidomain samples will reflect not only the relative sizes
and volume

fractions

of the different

domains

but will also

depend on the temperature and duration of the heating steps
used. In other words, different heating schedules for the
same sample will result in different Arrhenius plots. This

17,920
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Fig. 5. Age spectrum normalized by r = 7 Ma for the three samplesfrom the Chain of Ponds pluton compared to
the appropriate theoretical curves from Figure 4. This value of r was calculatedfrom equation (3) using the diffusion
parameters given in Table 1 and the cooling history (Figure 3) from Heizler et al. [1988]. MH-8 and MH-10 were
compared to the theoretical curve correspondingto sphereswhile a planar geometry was used for MH-42. The rates of
cooling shown in Figure 3 and those implied by the individual age spectra are inconsistent.

being true, the effect of the heating schedule on the Arrhenius plot may well be the most direct demonstration of the
existence of different diffusion domain sizes, and furthermore, variations of the heating schedule (i.e., cycling the
temperature rather than having it monotonically increase)
can be used to produce sufficiently diagnostic data for
determining the size and diffusion properties of the various
components of the distribution.
2.

DODSON

THEORY

AND EXTENSION

The Dodson theory for closure temperature makes use of
the fact that solid diffusion processesare thermally activated

and often obey a simple Arrhenius equation (1). The strong
dependence on temperature of the diffusion coefficient

makesthe accumulation
of 4øArin a samplecoolingfrom
sufficiently high temperature pass through two distinct regimes. At high temperatures, D is sufficiently large that

virtuallyall 4OArescapes
asfastasit isproduced
andsodoes
not accumulate, whereas at low temperatures the rate of

escape
becomes
negligible
andthen4øAraccumulates
asfor
a closed system. There is a continuous transition from one
regime to the other, and for the purpose of simplifying the
analysis, the cooling history of the system during this
transition is approximated by a linear increase in 1/T with
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Fig. 6. Age spectrafor the same samplesof Figure 5 now normalized usinglarger r chosento causethe theoretical
age spectraconform more closely to the measuredspectra.These r are not those one would calculate usingthe cooling
history shown in Figure 3 and the diffusion parameters given in Table 1. Note that even while this figure shows a
significantimprovement in the fitting of the age spectra, the shapesof the real age spectra have more structure than the
smoothly increasingtheoretical spectra.

time. Then D decreases as D = D(0) exp (-t/r), where
D(0) = D Oexp (-E/RTo) with To the temperatureat t = 0,

for time shouldbe taken suchthat To is sufficientlylarge for
no argon to accumulate, and the expressionfor r is given by

Tc requiresan estimateof dT/dt throughits dependenceon r,
and the process can be iterated to improve the estimate of
dT/dt. The set (T½,age) specifiesthe coolinghistory.
The dimensionless general accumulation equation with
diffusion for a radiogenic daughter product can be written as

equation (3).

[Dodson, 1973]

and r is the time for D to diminish by a factor e. The origin

The typicalapproach
for findingthe 4øAr/39Ar
cooling
history of a set of samples is to first determine their Arrhe-

niusparameters
fromthereleaseof 39Arduringstepheating
and then to use (2) to assign a temperature T½ to the age

d(C/C0)

•

dO

= rD(O)p-2e-øV2(C/Co)
+ Are -•ø

(4)

where 0 - t/r, C is the concentration of the daughterproduct

determined
fromeachsample's
total4øAr/39Ar.
Calculating and Co is the initial concentration of the parent, p is a

17,922
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characteristic linear dimension for the grains, and A is

Another useful point is that in the limit Ar << 1 of

production
rateof 4øArby decayof 4øK.
expression
(5),(4øAr/39Ar)m
depends
ontin sucha waythat
Let 4øC(r,0) be the solutionto thisequationwith initial we can obtain a universal curve by normalizing the age
andboundarycondition4øC= 0. It represents
thepresent- spectrum with r, as was first done by M. H. Dodson [see

day(timeto= tO0)distribution
of 4øArinthesample
before
heating in the laboratory.

McDougall and Harrison, 1988]. The normalized age spectrum, for incrementsA•'m %%•'m, is then given by

Dodsonintegrated4øC(r,00) for samplesof different
geometry (spheres, cylinders, and slabs) subject to slow
cooling to derive the relationship between the diffusion
parametersand the closuretemperatureTc given in equation

-2 •

In (Ot
n/Ot
1)exp(- OZ
2
n•m)

n=l

Aagem/r=

(2).

(9)

The 4øArand39Arreleasedduringeachstepof heatingin

•

the laboratory can be calculated by again solving the above
diffusion equation neglecting accumulation, with C = 0 as

n=l

exp(--an•m)
2

theboundary
condition,
andC = 4øC(r,0o) andC = 1 as where Aagem/r measures age differences along the age
initialconditions
for 4øArand39Ar,respectively.
In Appen- spectrum in units of r relative to the age of the last argon
dix A we show how expressions given by Carslaw and

Jaeger[1959]canbe usedto findthe ratioof 4øAr/39Ar
for
the rnth heating step (from laboratory time tm_1 to tm). The
resulting expression is

(4øAr/39Ar)rn

extracted. Equations (9) and (7) can be used to calculate
normalized age spectra for slowly cooled minerals of spherical, cylindrical, or plane slab geometry. Normalized spectra
for spheresand plane slabs were shown in Figure 4, and we

notethatbothcurveshavea flat portionfor the last 39Ar
released. From now on, we will use the word plateau to
identify this flat portion of the age spectrum.
Dodson [1973] suggested that a "closure" temperature

= E OZff2e-a'2'•m[
ea"2A•m
-- 1][In
-e-xrøø]

couldalsobe associated
with 4øC(0,00),the "age" of the

n=l

argon at the central point of a mineral grain. The problem is
that laboratory extractions of argon do not directly deter2

ß Je-•øø • a•-2e-"";m[e""2a;m-1]
(5)
n=l

whereJ relates39Arto 4øK,a ndepends
onthegeometry
of
the grain, being for spheres,plane slabs, and cylinders equal
to nvr, (n - 1)(vr/2), and the positive roots of the Bessel
function Jo(x), respectively. A•'m is •'m - •'m-•, where •'mis
found by integrating the expression

•(t) =

f0tD(t')/p2 dt'

mine4øC(0,00)andthe"age"of argonat thecentralpoint
is not the same as the age of the last argon extracted in a step
heating experiment. What we need is the closure temperature corresponding to the age of the last gas released. We
give below relations for what we will call a plateau temper-

ature(Tp)corresponding
to theplateauage(agemin thelimit
•'m >> 1). One reason for stressingthe age and closure
temperature of the last gas released by a grain (plateau age
and plateau temperature) is that in the case of multidomain
samples these are more easily interpreted than the total
argon age of the sample.

Let top be the plateauage,thentakingthe limit •'m>> 1
(so that only the first term of the series in equation (5) is
important), equation (8) reduces to

from t = 0 to t m.
All information about the cooling history is contained in

ATOp= In (Iie•øø)

(10)

the parametersI n which involve an integralexpression(see
Appendix A). Dodson determined I n for spheres, plane

Substitutionof I• from equation (6) gives

slabs, and cylinders assumingthat D(0) is large and that the
system later became effectively closed. He obtained

O0- Op= -

I n= F(1+ Ar)(an2rO(O)p
-2)-,•r

(6)

In F(Ar + 1)
Ar

+ In (a12rOop
-2)

(11)

By definition [see Dodson, 1973] we have
E

where F(x) is the gamma function. The dependence of

0o- Op=

(4øAr/39Ar)m
oncumulative
fractionof 39Arreleased
(39fm)
is obtained through their common dependenceon •'m' The

39fmis relatedto •'mby theexpression

E
RTo

E

RTp

(12)

RTo

so the plateautemperature(Tp), in the limit of Ar << 1
(appropriate to geological systems) is given by

39fm=
1-b E oz•
-2e-a"2gm

E

(7)

tp RIn(ya•2rDop
-2)

n=l

(13)

where b is a constant which depend on the geometry
assumed (b = 6, 2, and 4 for spheres, plane slabs, and
cylinders, respectively). The age of Ar released during the
mth step can be computed from equation (5),

wherey is Euler'sconstant.Tpis the correcttemperature
to

agem-- A- 1In [1 + J(4øAr/39Ar)
m]

show important discrepancieswhen compared to theoretical

associate with the age of the last argon released.
3.

EFFECT

OF DIFFERENT

COOLING

HISTORIES

Many published4øAr/39Ar
age spectra(i.e., Figure1)
(8)
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age spectra calculated on the assumption of a single grain
size (Figure 4). Examples of such discrepanciesin both
magnitude and shape are given in Figures 5 and 6.
In an effort to find the cause of these discrepancies we
studiedthe effect of Dodson's assumptionthat over a limited
range of temperatures, near Tc, the cooling history of a
geochronologicalsystem can be approximated by a linear
increase in 1/T with time. The question is whether a formalism based on this particular thermal history can be used,
without systematic error, to analyze samplesthat underwent
a different cooling history. We first calculated the accumu-

17,923
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lationof 4øArin spherical
or planarsamples
havingdifferent
activation energiesand subjectedto various coolinghistories

(T, T-m, andT-• changing
linearlywithtime).By sodoing,
we have created a set of theoretical samples with known
cooling histories. These theoretical samples are then subjected to step heating, much as one would do in the labora-

200

Tat

tory, andthe releaseof 4øArand39Aris calculated.
Given
the Arrhenius parameters and these synthetic data, we can
use Dodson's theory to calculate the closure temperature
and age for each sample. We can then compare the set (Tc,
age) from sampleshaving the samecooling history with their
actual cooling history. For the set of sampleswith temper-

o
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aturehistoryT-1 linearin time(Dodson's
assumed
cooling
history) the agreement should be perfect, and indeed it is as
shown in Figure 7. The samplesplotted in this figure differ
slightly from each other in activation energy, which accounts
for the spread in ages and closure temperatures. Somewhat
surprisingly, equally good agreement is found even when the

60

Fig. 8. Same as Figure 7 but for spherical grains having cooling
histories in which temperature decreaseslinearly with time.

cooling
historyis quitedifferent
fromT-1 (Figures
8 and9).
We take this as evidence that the assumption made by
Dodson regarding the form of the cooling curve when
deriving the relation for closure temperature is not at all
critical.

In terms of our present purpose it seems clear that the
source of the discrepancy between the rate of cooling
derived from a set of closure temperatures and that deter-
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Fig. 7. Ages and closuretemperatures(Tc) calculatedfor a set
of spherical grains having different activation energiesand the same

1/•/T a t

temperature
history(T-• linearin time, as assumed
in Dodson's

230

theory). The solid curve representsthe actual cooling history while
the square symbolsare the points (Tc, age) calculatedusing Dodson's formalism. The agreement here is perfect, as it shouldbe since
the cooling history used is exactly that assumed by Dodson.
Similarly good results were obtained for samples having planar

geometry
or whentheplateautemperature
(Tpfromequation
(13))is
plotted versus the plateau age (age of the last argon released).
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Fig. 9.

Same as Figure 7 but for spherical grains having cooling

histories
in whichT-m increases
linearlywithtime.
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Aagem/r

oL

S

= 2 •'• ckjp•
-2 •'• In(anPs/a,pj)exp
(--an2•m/Pj
2)
j=l

n=l

ckjpj
-2 • exp(- an•m/Oj
2 2)

ß
j=l

(14)

n=l

andfor thecumulative
fractionargonreleased
(39fm),

2
39fm
= •S•j 1- b • a•2exp(--•n•m/Q•)

Sphericalsymmetry

j=l

n=l

Without loss of generality we can normalized the volume

fractions,settingZf=l •j = 1. Note thatequations
(14)and

-15
0

'

2

•0 '

4

•0 '

Cumulative

%

I

60

39Ar

'

'

80

'

(15) reduce to Dodson's result (equations (6) and (7) for s =
1 (i.e., for a singlegrain). Equations (14) and (15) can be used
to constructnormalized age spectrafor a variety of different
mixtures of grain sizes. Figure 10 shows age spectra for
mixtures of the same three sphericalgrains (pl = 0.02, P2 =
100

0.2, P3= 1.), butin differentvolumefractions(•;). Next, we

released

can keep the volume fraction of different grains constantand
vary the radius of the grains to produce the curves of Figure
11. The general result is that the different size components,
volumefractions(d•j).The actualvolumefractionsusedare shown if sufficientlydistinct, can produce local plateaus in the age
in Table 1. Curve 1 has &l - d•2= 0 and sorepresentsa samplewith
a singlegrain size. These curves show many of the commonfeatures spectra with the age of the local plateau depending on the
Fig. 10. Theoretical ages spectra for mixtures of the same three
sphericalgrains (pl = 0.02, P2 = 0.2, P3 = 1.) but with different

found in actual samples (Figure 1). A general result is that the
different size componentsif sufficiently distinct can produce local
plateausin the age spectra,with the age of the plateaudependingon

sizeof thegrains
(pj)anditsposition
withrespect
to 39f

depending
on the relativevolumefractions(•j). Similar
results were obtained for samples formed by mixtures of

thesizeof thegrains(p/) anditsposition
withrespect
to cumulative
39Arreleased
depending
on the volumefractions
of the different plane slabs as shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Our next step was to investigate the Arrhenius plots of
diffusion
domains(d•j).

samples containing a mixture of diffusion domains of different sizes.The relevant expressionsare given in Appendix
C, and we find that there exist only two limits (when the

I

mined from individual age spectra is not the result of
particular assumptionsregarding the shape of the cooling
curve that the samples experienced as they went through
closure. We next considerthe effect of a distributionof grain

I

sizes.

4.

GENERALIZATION
FOR A MIXTURE

OF DODSON THEORY

-7

6

OF GRAINS

In developingthe theory of closuretemperatures,Dodson

[1973]generated
expressions
for thedeficiency
in 4øAr/39Ar
in crystals of different geometry, subject to slow cooling,
relative to what would be present had no diffusive losses
occurred. In Appendix B we generalized these relationships
for mixtures of grains of different sizes. The term grain is
used here loosely in that what is relevant for argon lossis the
distance argon diffusesbefore it finds a more rapid path of
escape. Thus a distribution of grain sizes in our model could
just as well (and in fact most probably does) refer to a
distribution of effective sub-grain size diffusion distances.
The "grains" are assumedto have identical diffusionparameters (E, Do), and no interactions among themselves.
For a mixture of grains the normalized age spectrum

7

Sphericalsymmetry
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Fig. 11. Theoretical age spectra calculated keeping the volume

(Aagem/r)
will depend
onthegrainsizespj andtheirvolume fraction of different spherical diffusion domains constant and now
fractionsd•j, as shownby the relationships
obtainedin varyingthesizesof thesedomains.
Table1givesthedistribution
(p/,
Appendix B for Aagem/r,

&i) corresponding
to the differentcurves.
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cumulative
fraction39fis negligible
or whenthe sampleis
almost exhausted), where the spectrum remains a linear
function of 1/T. Following the traditional method used for

uniformgrains,we obtainfromthe increment
of 39fmreleased per temperature step, the increment in a parameter

we callA•'*m, andproducea plotof log(A•'*m/A
tm)versus1/T.
In bothlimitsA•*m canbe writtenas

Asr*
m= (D0/•h•
2)exp(-E/RTm)Atm

(16)

This expression is identical to that for one uniform grain
with • representing an effective grain size. In the case of a

-12

mixturetheeffectivesize• is a functionof •bi andPi' In the

Planar symmetry

limit of very little gas lost, • has a heavy bias toward the
smallest grain size as can be seen from relation (C8):

•(ckj,
pj)=

•bj

-18

(17)

j=l

while in the secondlimit, when almost all the argon has been
released, • coincides with the radius of the largest grain. In
-24

the intermediaterangeof Ar release,log (A•*m/Atm)is no

,.
0

longer a linear function of l/T, as shown in Figure 14 for the
different

mixtures

listed in Table

1.

The similarity between some of the multigrain model
curves (age spectra from Figures 10-13 and the Arrhenius
curves in Figure 14) and those obtained from real samples
(Figures 1 and 2) suggeststhat we should look for specific
mixtures of grain sizes that can approximate both the age
spectrum and Arrhenius plots of the real samples. This we
do in the next section along with a reinterpretation of the
cooling history of the Chain of Ponds pluton.
A very important property of sampleswith a distribution
of domain sizes is that different sequences of step heating
will produce different Arrhenius plots. Zeitler [1988] recognized this and illustrated it by showing the effect on the

0

I
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I
40
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,
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I
60

39Ar

,

I
80

,
100

released

Fig. 13. Theoretical age spectra calculated keeping the volume
fractions of different plane slabs constant and varying the size of the

slabs.Table 1 givesthe distributions
(pi, •bi)usedfor thesecurves.

Arrhenius plot of changing the duration of monotonically
increasing temperature steps. Our goal is not only to demonstrate

the existence

of diffusion

domains

of different

size

but also to optimize the determination of kinetic parameters
for argon loss from each component of the size distribution.
For this purpose it may well prove more effective to cycle
the temperature rather than to increase it monotonically. As
an example, we show in Figure 15 the calculated Arrhenius
curve for a thermally cycled experiment with the same
distribution of grain sizes and Arrhenius parameters used
earlier for curve 6 in Figure 14a. The heating schedule is
such that we start with the sample at a high temperature but
avoid coming too close to melting. The temperature is then
rapidly reduced and later cycled, as shown in the inset. The
Arrhenius

curve shows that at first we obtain information

on

the properties of the smallest grains alone but that as the
extraction of argon continues, the properties of the larger
grains begin to be mapped out. The advantage of temperature cycling is that by repeatedly reducing the temperature
one can obtain much more complete data with which to
constrain the activation energy of the different size fractions
present.

The effect illustrated in Figure 15 can also be seen in

TABLE

Curve
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Fig. 12. Theoretical age spectra for mixtures of plane slabs
calculatedusingthe samesizes(pi) but in differentvolumefractions

•j asgivenin Table 1.
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Note, however, that because shorter time steps were used,
the new data extend along a linear trend to significantly
higher temperatures than the old data, which we take as
evidence that the eventual departure of the data from a single
linear trend is not due to structural decomposition once the
sample exceeds some critical temperature but instead reflects the exhaustion of gas coming from the smallestdomain

-2 a

size. Both the old and new data show the existence

F

....

\ \\ \\\

of more

retentive domains, which we interpret as resulting from a
larger diffusion domain size, but only the new data characterize these domains over a sufficiently large range of temperature to provide a useful constraint on their activation
energy. It appearsthat the activation energy of the different
sized domains of this sample (MH-8) are quite similar.

6

Spherical
symmetry
14•
'
,1
I4

5.

REINTERPRETING

THE COOLING

OF THE CHAIN

HISTORY

OF PONDS

We can now reinterpret the results obtained by Heizler et
al. [1988] for the three samplesfrom Chain of Ponds pluton.
The departure from linear behavior at high temperatures in
their Arrhenius plots (Figure 2) was attributed by them to a
changein the diffusion parameters due to a structural break-
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Fig. 14. Theoretical Arrhenius plots calculatedfor the mixtures
used in Figures 10-13. Figure 14a shows the Arrhenius plots for
mixtures of spheresand Figure 14b for mixtures of plane slabs. The
plots are for increasingtemperaturestepsof 30øCheld for 15 min. In
both figures, departuresfrom linearity are due to a distributionof
domain
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Fig. 15. Arrhenius plot for the same sample used for curve 6
(Figure 14a and Table 1) but now thermally cycled. The heating
experiments with natural samples degassedby nonmono- scheduleis suchthat we start with the sampleat a high temperature
tonic heating schedules.Figure 16 showsthe original Arrhe- but avoid coming too close to melting, then the temperature is
nius plot points for sample MH-8 along with new data for a rapidly reduced (open squares),and later cycled (first trianglesand
split from the same sample obtained by varying the temper- later solid squares)as shownin the inset. When an open squareand
a triangle coincide, the square appears to be solid. The Arrhenius
ature as shown in the inset. The new data are clearly plot (usingthe same symbols) showsthat at first we obtain informasuperior. To begin with, the earliest gas released no longer tion on the properties of the smallest grains alone but that as the
indicates anomalously low diffusivities. Why the original extraction of argon continues, the contributions from the larger
data showed this departure from linearity for the first few grains begin to be mapped out. This figure suggeststhat thermal
cycling can be used to demonstrate the existence of different
temperature stepswe do not know. The new and old data are diffusiondomain sizes within a single sample and, if the cycles are
in good agreementin terms of what we now interpret to be judiciously chosen, to map out the Arrhenius parameters of the

the Arrhenius parameters of the smallestgrain size fraction.

different size fractions.
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Size Distribution
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while in its natural environment. The result shown in Figure
16 supports this claim rather dramatically in the case of
sample MH-8 by showing that reruning the sample with
shortertime stepsshiftsthe departurefrom linearity to much
higher temperature.
We do not yet have a formalism for directly finding the
optimum distribution of domain sizes and therefore have
proceededby trial and error. As a startingpoint we will insist
that the smallest grain size fraction be such as to reproduce
the linear low-temperature portion of the Arrhenius curve.
From the slope of this linear range we determine the activation energy E, which we assumeis representative for all the
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Fig. 16. RemeasuredArrhenius plot for sample MH-8 using the
extraction temperatures shown in the inset. The temperature was
first raised (solid squares)until the data began to depart from a linear
trend. The temperature was then lowered (open squareswith a dot
in their center) and later raised (open squares)to bring out a second
linear trend with lower diffusivity. The temperature was then
lowered again (solid diamond) and finally raised (solid triangles) in
steps to fusion. The crossesshow the original data for MH-8 (from
Figure 2) obtained by Heizler et al. [1988] using monotonically
increasingtemperature stepseach lasting 15 min. The new data give
a much clearer

indication

of at least two distinct

diffusion

domains

and further show that the activation energies of these domains are
similar.

size fractions.

all domains

estimates

of the volume

2.

Diffusion

fractions

Sample E, kcal/mol Do/p2, S-1

7, s

Tc,øC

40.15 ___
2.56
73.5 ___
21.9 2.13 X 10TM 242.0 ___15.0
49.93 ___
0.73 2634.0 ___119.0 1.99 x 10TM 317.0 ___
5.0
37.70 ___1.25 1603.0 ___137.0 2.27 x 10TM 185.0 + 6.0

From Heizler et al. [1988].

and relative

sizes of the

function

for relative

size and

spectra
for thefirst30%39Arreleased
requires
a significant
slowing down of the rate of cooling compared to that during
the closure of the larger grain size fractions.

TABLE 4.

Do/Ps
2, S-1

Parameters

the same activation

volume fraction. The only remaining degree of freedom is
then the shape of the cooling curve for the interval over
which the various domains close, which may be as long as
100 m.y. We adjust the cooling history for each sample until
we obtain a satisfactory fit to the entire age spectrum. In
general, we find the age spectra to be quite sensitive to the
detailed structure of the cooling curve. For example, in the
case of the three samples studied here the shape of the

E, kcal/mol
TABLE

have

larger domains. Recall that the model spectra given earlier
showed that the difference in age between local age plateaus
is a measureof relative size, while the extent of the plateaus
will give an estimate of the volume fractions. In most cases,
inspection of the Arrhenius plot and the age spectrum is
sufficient to fix the distribution

down during heating in the laboratory [e.g., Harrison et al.,
1986], and thus only the low-temperature portion of these
plots were used by Heizler et al. [1988] to compute diffusion
parameters. Their estimates of the activation energies and
frequency factors were given in Table 2, and the cooling
history (Tc, age) recoveredusingtheseparametersis shown
in Figure 3. Recall that this cooling history does not agree
with the rate of cooling deduced independently from the age
spectraof the individual samples(Figure 5).
We now favor an interpretation in terms of a distribution
of domain sizes and thus will reinterpret these samplesby
seekingdistributionsthat approximate both the age spectra
and the Arrhenius plots. The departure from linearity in the
Arrhenius plot becomesimportant in the sensethat it gives
relevant information on the diffusivebehavior of the sample

MH-8
MH-10
MH-42

That

energy is the simplest assumption and is supported by a
number of Arrhenius plots from recent experiments using
thermal cycling (O. M. Lovera et al., manuscript in preparation, 1989). The volume fraction of the smallest grain size
is given by the point at which the data in the Arrhenius plot
depart from linearity. We then turn to the age spectra for

Tp(pl), øC
Agep(pl),Ma
Tp(p2),øC
Agep(p2),Ma
Tp(P3),øC
Agep(p3),Ma
Tp(P4),øC
Agep(p4),Ma

Activation Energy E and Frequency Factor Do
MH-8
Orthoclase

MH-10
Orthoclase

43.00 ___1.

50.00 ___1.0

MH-42
Microcline

38.0 --- 1.0

3.1 m0.2

78.0+ 2.0

3.6 ---0.2

315.0- 15.
354.5___
5.0
296.0+ 15.
348.0___
5.0
265.0ñ 15.
335.0 _ 5.0
204.0ñ 15.
266.0ñ 15.

357.0_ 15.
369.0m 5.0
314.0+__
15.
353.0___
5.0
254.0__15.
293.0 ñ 15.

235.0m 15.
312.0---5.0
217.0- 15.
297.0___
5.0
200.0-- 15.
282.0 _ 5.0
156.0ñ 15.
234.0ñ 15.
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Fig. 17. Measuredagespectrafor thethreealkalifeldspars
fromtheChainof Pondspluton(squares)
compared
to
calculateddata(solidline) obtainedusingthe domainsizedistributionanddiffusionparameters(Tables3 and4) which
fit theArrheniusplots(Figure18)andthecoolinghistorysegments
for eachsampleshownin Figure19.The newfit to
the agespectrais a significant
improvement
overthatgivenby spectracalculated
for grainshavinga singlediffusion
domain size (upper solid curve) and a coolingrate correspondingto r = 7 Ma.

The reinterpreted results for the three samplesfrom the
Chain of Pondspluton are summarizedin Tables 3 and 4 and
Figures 17-19. Table 3 gives the size distributionand Table
4 givesthe activationenergyE andfrequencyfactorD O(with
Ps normalizedto 1) for all three samples.Figure 17 shows
the degree of fit to the age spectra obtained with these
parametersusingthe coolingcurves shownfor each sample

in Figure 19. Figure 18 shows the degree to which the
parametersgivenin Tables3 and 4 are ableto reproducethe
observedArrhenius data. The improvement over the fit that
can be obtainedby assuminga singlediffusiondomainsize is
dramatic.

A new estimate for the cooling history of the Chain of

Pondspluton can be made usingthe individual segmentsof
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Fig. 18. ExperimentallyderivedArrheniusplotsfor the three samplesfrom Chainsof Pondspluton (squares),
comparedto Arrheniusplots(solidcurves)calculatedusingthe size distributiongivenin Table 3 and the diffusion
parametersof Table 4. The almostperfectfit now obtainedfor the three samples(ignoringthe very highesttemperature
pointwherethe sampleis startingto melt)is a greatimprovementover any singlestraight-linesegmentone wouldget
for a singlegrain size. The key point is that the departureof theseplots from linearity is no longerattributedto a
structuralbreakdownduringheatingin laboratorybut is now believedto be a real featureof the diffusivebehaviorof
these sampleswhile they were in their natural environment.

this history seen by each of the samples.These segmentsare
shown in Figure 19 along with points correspondingto the
closure temperature of each grain size fraction to give an
indicationof which sizefractiondeterminesthe variouspartsof

the segment.In Table4 we list the closuretemperatures
(from
equation(2)) alongwith the age alongthe appropriatesegment
whenthistemperatureis achieved.The mostobviouseffectof
our reinterpretationis to shift the cooling curve to higher
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of the Chain of Ponds pluton is given by combining the three
cooling curve segmentsignoring the smallest domain size of

5OO

MH- 10 and MH-8.

6.
400

SUMMARY

AND DISCUSSION

The present study began as an effort to test a basic
Biotite

assumption
of the 4øAr/39Ar
method,whichis thatAr loss
from geological samples is the result of thermally activated
diffusion and that geologically relevant diffusion parameters
can be obtained by laboratory step heating experiments. The
test involves comparing the rate of cooling, determined by
joining a set of closure temperature-age estimates (using
Dodson's formalism for the closure temperature of minerals
composed of a single dominant grain size), to the rate of
temperature change needed to account for the shape of the
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Fig. 19. Cooling curves for the Chain of Pondssamplesrequired
to explain the age spectra given the grain size distribution and
Arrhenius parameters of each sample given in Tables 3 and 4. The
squares along each of the cooling curve segments indicate the
closure temperature Tc of the different grain size fractions making
up each sample, and they give an idea as to what size fraction
determines the different parts of each segment. Our best estimate of
the overall cooling curve for this pluton is a composite of the three
segments ignoring the youngest part of each segment which is
determined by the smallest and most fragile size fraction. The fact
that the smallest size fractions see a cooling history that falls above
the general trend may be the result of further gas loss due to a very
mild reheating. For comparison, we show the earlier Heizler et al.
[1988] cooling curve, which was based on a single dominant grain
size. Note that we are in good agreement with the closure temperature and age of the biotite sample but fall well above the cooling
history given by single grain closure of the three feldspars.

temperature relative to Heizler et al.'s [1988] interpretation.
The

main

reason

for

this is that

Heizler

et al. used the

Arrhenius parametersfor the smallestdomain size to calculate
a closure temperature that they then associatedwith an age
correspondingto the largest domains in the distribution. Consequently, their closure temperaturewas too low.
An important attribute of having segmentsof the cooling
history from each sample, as opposed to a single point, is
that even with a small number of samples, one has an
estimate of the reliability of the thermal history in the degree
to which the various segments overlap. For the three samples studied here all but the smallest grain size fractions give
a very consistenthistory. Why the temperaturesgiven by the
smallest grains in MH-10 and MH-8 fall above the general
trend defined by eight other grain fractions is not clear. The
data that causethem to fall where they do are the agesof the

first30%39Arin theagespectra.In orderto fit thisportion
of the age spectra the rate of cooling has to be significantly
less than that "seen" by the larger domains. One should
keep in mind that the smallest domains are the most "fragile" in terms of any additional Ar loss, and thus the least
reliable as estimators of the actual cooling history. Accordingly, we suggestthat the best estimate of the cooling history

ment between these two estimators of the cooling rate, the
case for simple diffusive behavior would have been compelling. In fact, we did not find good agreement; the discrepancy in the estimated rate of cooling was greater than a
factor of 3. The cause of this discrepancydoes not appear to
be differences in the actual cooling history from the linear
increase in 1/T with time assumed by Dodson, and thus
something more profound appears to be wrong with the

commonly
usedformalismfor interpreting
4øAr/39Ar
data
when applied to the samples considered here.
An important clue as to cause of the discrepant estimates
of cooling rate already exists in the Arrhenius plots, which
show departures from the linearity one would expect for
thermally activated diffusion from domains of equal size and
activation energy. These departures from linearity can be
explained if there is a distribution of different grain sizes
within each sample. To explore this possibility, we developed a formalism for calculating age spectra and Arrhenius
plots for such multidomain samples and then calculated
synthetic spectra and Arrhenius plots for a variety of different grain size distributions as a guide to reinterpreting the
data from Chain of Ponds pluton.
We showed that the Arrhenius plots for samples with a
distribution of diffusion domain sizes depend not only on the
activation energy, frequency factor, and size distributionbut
also on the specific heating schedule (the temperature and
duration of each step) used. This suggestedthat subjectinga
given sample to different heating scheduleswould provide a
way of demonstrating the existence of diffusion domains of
different sizes. Furthermore, careful design of heating schedules will produce Arrhenius plots that more clearly expose
the properties of the various size fractions separately. We
showed this by a remeasurement of sample MH-8.
We reinterpreted three Chain of Ponds pluton samples
using a model containing a distribution of grain sizes. We
found for each sample a distribution of domain sizes such
that we were able to fit both the observed age spectrum and
the Arrhenius plot and also to constrain a segment of the
cooling history, which should be consistentwith the cooling
history segmentsfound from the other samples. The degree
to which we have succeeded is shown in Figures 17-19.
Differences among the various cooling history segments
provide a measure of the uncertainty one should attach to
the overall cooling history of the pluton.
The revised cooling history of the Chain of Ponds pluton
shown in Figure 19 lies above the Heizler et al. [1988] curve
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defined by the closure temperatures estimated using a single
domain size model, primarily becausein the singlegrain size
model the diffusion parameters of the smallest grain size

fractionwere usedto determineTc but the age assignedwas
that of the largest grains. If Arrhenius parameters appropriate to the large grain fraction had been used instead, the
closure temperatures would fall much closer to our reinterpreted curve. An interesting question is whether a revision
of the cooling history of the magnitude we show is important. Depending on one's point of view, a few tens of degrees
more or less might seem insignificant. However, an impor-

17,931

precise nature of argon transport along these zones is not
understood. Other suggestedfeatures such as dislocations,
steppedtwins and orthoclase enclaves in microcline [Zeitler
and Fitz Gerald, 1986] are plausible, althoughthe absenceof
a domain size continuum is suggestive of a more regulated
mechanism. We view as unlikely the notion that adsorption
of argon on the walls of micron-sized tubes [Parsons et al.,
1988] is responsiblefor the low retentivity release.
Assuming that the frequency factor obtained by Foland
[1974] for homogeneous orthoclase is intrinsic to all alkali

feldspars,
wecanuseourestimates
ofDo/p2 for thevarious
tant application
of the 4øAr/39Ar
methodis to situations domain sizes (Tables 3 and 4) to determine the actual sizes

where samplessuch as those studied here are reheated (in a
sedimentary basin for example), and one hopes to use the
associatedloss of argon to say something about magnitude
and duration of this reheating event (e.g., will it lead to
hydrocarbonmaturation?). In this type of application, errors
of the order of tens of degrees for tens of millions of years
are unacceptably large. Even in the case of slow cooling
there is good reason to strive for the greatest accuracy
possible. The slow cooling recorded by the alkali feldspars
from areas such as the Chain of Ponds pluton is in all
likelihood due to uplift and erosion, and thus an accurate
cooling curve is critical for the determination of reliable
estimates of the timing and rate of uplift.
Perhapsthe singlemost important conclusionof this study
is that thermally activated diffusion is indeed the mechanism
controlling Ar loss from feldspar minerals and that the
formalism due originally to Dodson, when modified to allow
for the possibility multiple diffusion domain sizes, can be
used to recover

a reliable

thermochronometric

of diffusion

domain

underwayinvolving4øAr/39Ar
measurements
of a single
grain from the original MH-8 separate. The preliminary
result is that even a single physical grain contains a distribution

of diffusion

subdomains

not unlike

that found

when

analyzing several grains together. The subdomainsappear to
be an intrinsic property of the alkali feldspars, not separable
by careful selection of the grains to be analyzed, and thus
requiring the methods developed here for their use as
thermochronometers.

information.

This view is not shared by Parsons et al. [1988], who argue
that argon loss from alkali feldspars in nature occurs by a
differentprocessthan in the laboratory and thus age spectra
for suchminerals are not reliable. This contrast in views may
result in part from the altered nature of the samplesused by
Parsonset al. [ 1988]. Their Arrhenius plots apparently show
a great deal of scatter even at low temperatures, a condition
that we have rarely observed and certainly does not occur
for the samplesused in the present study. The strength of
our conclusion rests on the fact that both the Arrhenius data,
derived in the laboratory over the course of a few hours, and
the detailsof the age spectra,which were producedin nature
over millions of years, are quite consistent once one allows
for a distribution

involved. For a slab geometry, the smallest domain size for
the three ranges from 3 to 9 /am, roughly the dimension
separating the twin boundary steps and dislocation subboundaries in the study by Zeitler and Fitz Gerald [ 1986] and
the spacing of perthite lamellae in MH-42. The largest
domain size in all casesis approximately 250/am, somewhat
less than the particle size analyzed by Heizler et al. [1988].
Important added information comes from a study presently

sizes.

APPENDIXA: 4øAr/39Ar RELEASEDBY STEP HEATING:
SINGLE

GRAIN

THEORY

In orderto calculate
the4øArreleased
duringeachheating
stepin thelaboratory
wefirstmustdetermine
4øC(r,to),the
distribution
of 4øArcontained
in the sampleat t = to (i.e.,
immediately
beforelaboratory
degassing).
4øC(r,to) is the
solution of equation (4) with zero as both boundary and
initial condition. To determine the release of 4øAr in the
laboratory, we must solve the diffusion equation but now

using4øC(r,to) as the initialcondition.
FollowingDodson
[1973], equation (4) can be reduced to the diffusion equation
with a time dependent boundary condition by applying a
change of variable of the form

Our use of a diffusion domain size distribution to explain

the39ArArrhenius
plotsand4øAr/39Ar
agespectra
of alkali
feldsparswarrants speculationas to the nature of the domain
boundaries. It has long been suggested[e.g., Foland, 1974]
that exsolution lamellae, which form in alkali feldspars
during slow cooling, define a continuum in which argon
transport proceeds by a volume diffusion process and their
boundariesact as pathways for rapid argon transport. This
view was recently criticized by Parsons et al. [1988], who
arguethat their observationsthat perthite lamellae are often
coherent

rules these features

out as fast diffusion

documented

for

Huttenlocher

exsolution

in calcic

plagioclase [Harrison and McDougall, 1981] and for hornblende-cummingtoniteexsolution in amphibole [Harrison
and Fitz Gerald, 1986]. These studiessuggestthat coherency
is not a strict measure of argon permeability, although the

•(0) = r

f0D(t')/p2dt'

(A1)

the governing equation becomes

dV/df = X72V

(A2)

with

V(r, 0) = 0

bound-

aries. Nonetheless, a strongrelationshipbetween argon loss
and manifestly coherent exsolution lamellae has previously
been

V= 1 - e-•ø - C

and

V(r, sc)= 1- e-;t•ø(•)
at the boundary.
A solution is found applying Duhamel's theorem [Carslaw
and Jaeger, 1959], and it can be written as
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where 00representsa nondimensional
time in the pastwhen

-"•2(•x)dx
V=•](-1)
n+lanU(anr
)•o
•[1- e-X•'ø(X)]e
n=l

(A3)

where U(anr) are the eigenfunctionsof the Laplace's operator satisfyingthe boundaryconditionand an are its eigen-

the 4øAtin thesample
waseffectively
zero.Dodson[1973]
determinedIn for slow cooling samples(equation (6)) by
integrating equation (A5).

Now, let C(r, •m) be the concentrationin the sampleafter

rn laboratoryheatingsteps(t = tin), where •m is definedas

values.

•m(tm)--

Integrating the term independentof Off), we have

D(t')/p2 dt'
fO
tm

Then C(r, •rn) is the solution of

V -- E (_ l)n+laft!$(anr)[l-In]

(A4)

dC/d• = V2C

n=l

(A10)

with

where

I n e-a"2(
+ an

=

C(r, 0)= 4øC0(r,
00)

e

2•0e-x•O(x)e-"•(e-x)
dx (A5)
and

The eigenfunctionsU(a nr) form a completeset; therefore
they satisfyorthogonalityand completeness
relationshipsof
the form

C(r, sr) = 0
at the boundary.

•

U(anr)U(arnr
) dl2= btSmn

(A6)

We can again write the solution using the Laplacian
eigenfunctionexpansion;thus
oo

C(r,
;m)
=Z E U(anr)
e-a"2cm

l

fi E U(anr)U(anr')
=bO(r
- r')

(A7)

n=l

n=l

'•11
U(anr')4øC(r"
00)
dll'
(All)

where12is the volumeof the sample,•3rnnis the Kronecker

delta, O(r - r') is the Dirac delta, and b is a constant which
dependson the particulargeometryinvolved. In the casesof
Expressions given by Carslaw and Jaeger [1959] are
spherical,planar, or cylindricalgeometrythe eigenfunctions recoveredby substitutingthe particulareigenfunctionsgiven
and eigenvaluesare given by
in (A8) into (A11). For the three geometriesconsidered,the
eigenfunctionssatisfy the integral relation
Spherical

2 sin (a

U(a nr) =

(A8a)
F

1 >r>0

b=6

an=nw

) df•=b(_l)n+
an 1
1fllU(anr

(A12)

fi

which is used when integratingtwice the completeness
relation (A7) to obtain

Planar

U(anr) = 2 cos (anr)

(A8b)
(2n-

1 >r>-I

b=2

b E aft2= 1

1)w

(A13)

n=l

an =

Thecumulative
4øAtreleased
perunitvolume
(4øf
m)after
the rnth heating step is simply

Cylindrical

$(a nr) =
1 _>r -> 0

2( - 1)n+ 1Jo(anr
)
Jl(an)

b= 4

(A8c)

a n = positiveroots of J0

J0(r) and J•(r) are the Bessel functionsof the first kind.
Substitutionof these eigenfunctionsin equation(A4) led to
the same expressionsobtained by Carslaw and Jaeger

[1959].Thusthe distribution
of 4øArin the sampleat the
present day is

1L

40fm
=fi [4øC(r,
00)
- C(r,;m)]
d•-•

(A14)

Substitutionof expressions(A9) and (All) in equation
(A14), then using the orthogonalityrelationship (A6) and
equations(A12) and (A13) gives

40f
m= b E aft2[
1--e-a"2gm][In
--e-x•øø](A15)
n=l

Similarly,the cumulativefractionof 39Arreleasedafter

4øC(r,
00)=1- e-;•øø- •'. (-1) n+ia•iU(anr)[1-In]
n=l

the rnthstep,39fmgivenby equation(7), is obtained
by
solvingthe diffusionequation(A11) with the sameboundary

(A9)

condition as above but with C = 1 as the initial condition.
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•
Equation
(5) for theratio(4øAr/39Ar)m
is determined
by
calculating
the4øArm
and39Arm
released
at themthheating Aagem/r
= -2 •5•ckj•

step, subtracting from the cumulative argon the argon re-

j=l

leasedin the previoussteps,(4øArm= 40fro- 40fro_l,
39Arm
= Je-XVøø(39fm
- 39fro_l).
ThefactorJe-•*0øis the
total39Arextracted
in thelaboratory
perunitconcentration

ßexp(-.2Cm/pf)[ex
p (.•aCm/pf)
- l]
n

.

•j
j=l

B: GENERALIZATION
FOR A MIXTURE

OF DODSON

Ot
ff2In(Ot
nPs/Ot
lPj)

n=l

of 4øK.

APPENDIX
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THEORY

OF GRAINS

?

2

•ff2exp(-•n•m/Pj)

=1

[exp
(a
2

)-1

Here we will generalize relationshipsfor a single grain to
the equivalent expressionsfor a mixture of grainsof different
which without loss of generality has been normalized to give
sizes. The different grain size fractions are assumed to be
Aagem/r = 0 for •m >> 1.
identicalin their diffusionparameters(E, Do) and potassium
In the limit •m << •m, we can obtain a simplerequation,
concentration.
It is further assumed that there is no interacwhich is very useful for ca•ying out the actual calculations,
tion among the different grain size fractions.
namely,

Let 4)j be the volumefractionof diffusiondomainswith
characteristic
dimension
pj. A measureof the argonloss
during heating is given by

Aagem/r
= -2 •5•(/)jp/2Z In(OZnPs/OZlPj)
j=l

(B1)

= Do exp (-E/RTm)Atm

n=l

2

2

ßexp(- an•m/Pj
2)
j=l

where Tm and At m are the temperature and duration of the
mth heating step and •'0 = 0.
The generalization to multiple diffusion domains is now

2

d)jp/2 exp(--• n•m/Pj
)
=1

(B7)

quitesimplesincethetotalamountof 4øArand39Arlossin

The normalized age spectrum is a plot of •agem/r (age

the mth heating step is obtained by adding up the release
from each separate size fraction:

change along the spectrum relative to the age of the last
argon released measured in units of r) as a function of

S

cumulative
percent39Arreleasedduringstepheating.The
generalized
expression
for 39fro
wasgivenin equation
(15).

o½

4øArm
= b • 4)j• C•2exp(-Otn•'m/Pj)
j=l

n=l

APPENDIX

2
2) -- 1][Inj-- e-A*0o]
ß[exp(anA;m/Pj
S

o½

39Arm
= Je-•*øøb
•5•qbj• .;2
j=l

n=l
2

2

2

ßexp(--.n•m/pj2)[exp
(. nACm/Pj)
- l]
where s is the number

of different

diffusion

domain

(B3)
sizes in

the distribution and 00r is the present time relative to and
arbitrary origin t = 0 when the sampleis still sufficientlyhot

sothatit doesnotretainany 4øAr.

C: ARRHENIUS

A DISTRIBUTION

(B2)

PLOTS FROM

OF GRAINS

In his formalism for argon release from a single uniform
grain size, Dodson [1973] assumed that solid diffusion processes follow the simple Arrhenius equation (1). We will
here treat a distribution of grain sizes, retaining the assumption that each size fraction obeys the Arrhenius equation and
that aside from size, all fractions have the same activation
energy E and frequency factor Do.
The cumulative argon loss at the mth step of heating in the
laboratory from a sample containing different domain sizes
will be given by

When the cooling history is of the form 1/T • t, then

I,•j= r(1+ ,xr)(an2rD(O)pf2)
-•*

(B4)

For all other cooling histories one can choose r equal to

thatcorresponding
to thelargestdomainsizeandfindInj by
numerically integrating (A5), defining for each domain size

39fr
n=

4)j 1--b Z C•
if2exp(--anCm/Pj
)
j=l

n=l

S

Z 4)jgj(Cm)

(C1)

j=l

•(0)--=
•j(O)
=rfoø
D(t')/pj
2dt'

wheregj(•'m)represents
the cumulativeargonreleasedby
the jth diffusion domain size.

Finally, the age at the mth step is again given by

agem
= (l/A) In (1 + (4øAr/39Ar)m/J)

In thelaboratory
experiment
onemeasures
39fm,
whichin
the case of a single grain size can be inverted to recover

(B5) •m(39fm).
A plotof log(A•m/Atm)
versus1/Twill be linear

In the limit of Ar << 1 (i.e., cooling duration short
compared to the half-life) we can combine (B2)-(B5) to
obtain the age spectrum normalized by r:

and sufficientto determine Do and E. Unfortunately, when
there exists more than one characteristic grain size, this

inversion
of 39fm
for •m is nolongerpossible
because
of the
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summation over the unknown grain size distribution in
equation (C1). We can still proceed in the traditional way by
assuminga relationship of the form

gj(•'m)= --

¾j

(C4)

Pj

Substitutionof equation (C4) in equation (C2) then gives

3% = 1-- /9 Z •ff2 exp(--an2;*m)

(C2)

39fm:b(••)l/2
• (d)•jJ.
')

n=l

(C5)

j=l

whichdefines•*

but thiswill only be usefulif we canrelate
•*mto •m sinceit is only •m that containsthe relevant andsince39fro
is alsosmall,equations
(C3)become
m,

information on diffusion as a function of temperature. Given

laboratory
dataon 39fm,
we caninvert(C2)for •*mandplot
log(A•'*m/A
tm)versus1/Tasin the traditionalArrheniusplot.
However, we will find that the functionlog (A•'*m/A
tm)is no
longerlinear in 1/T for most m, sinceA;*m is not a linear

39fm= b

(C6)

Thus, when the amount of argon loss is small, we obtain

function of A; m. Equations(C1) and (C2) can still be usedto

A•*
m--A•m

relate in particularlimits A;*m (that which we can obtain
from laboratory measurements)to A•m (that which contains
information on the Arrhenius parameters of the grains).
Approximate forms of equation (C2) are useful for inter-

preting•'*m,andthesearegivenby Crank[1975],Jain [1958],
Jost [1960], and Reichenberg [1953]. We reproduce some of
these below for different geometries:

d>J

j=l

= •t2(qbj,
pj) exp-

Atm(C7)

where • representsan effective diffusion dimensiongiven by

p)=j=1 •J
%

Spheres
b

3% = 1----5exp(-a •'*m) 39fm
> 0.85

It followsfrom(C7)thata plotof log(/X•*m//Xtm)
versus1/T
(C3a)

39fm
=b

- 3;*m

(C8)

0 < 39fm
< 0.85

will be lineargivingthe diffusionparametersDo, E with • as
the apparent grain size. This apparent grain size is biased
toward the smallestgrains in the distribution (equation (C8))
as we would expect since we are in the limit of the very first
argon released.
Another important limit correspondsto the situationwhen

mostof the 39Arhasbeenlost(•m >> 1), for whichthe

Plane slabs

functions
39fr
n andgj(•m)canbeapproximate
by thefirst

b

term in the summation over grain size in equation (C1). By
combining equations (C1) and (C2) we write

39f
m= 1- --2exp(-a •;*m) 39fro
> 0.60
(C3b)

b

1/2

b

s

- --5exp(- a••'*m)
= 1- --2•'• &Jexp(- a••m/Pj
2)

O< 39fm
<0.60

•1

•lj=l

(C9)

Cylinders

which leads to
b

3% = 1- --5exp(-a •'*m) 3%> 0.45

--"1;m= In •'• &jexp(-a •'m/Pj
2)

39fm
=b

- •'*m

0 < 39f
m< 0.60

andfinally, subtractingthe valueof the previousstep(• *m-l),
we get

In much the same way we can approximate the functions

s

Z•>j
exp
[-a•(•m_
1+A•m)/pj2]•

gj(•m) in equation(C1). Becauseof the nonlinearityof the
relation •m(•m),
*
we will only consider here two important

limitingcasesfor which•*mbecomesa linearfunctionof •m,
andthereforelog (A•*m/Atm)is expectedto be linearin 1/T.
These limiting cases will permit us to recover the diffusion
parametersfor at least some of the grain sizesmaking up the

(C10)

j=l

(C3c)

j=l

-a •A;*m
= In

s

• &jexp(-a •m- 1/Pj
2)
j=l

size distribution.

First, considerthe limit when only small amountsof argon

havebeenreleased
(•m << 1)andthefunctions
gj(•m)canbe
approximated by

(Cll)

As a further simplification, we consider now the case
where A•m << •m (which can be realized in a laboratory
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experiment by limiting the duration of each temperature

step)for whicha12A•'m
<< 1, andequation
(Cll) canbe
approximated by

s

E ckjPj
-2exp(-o•12Cm
_,/pj2)
= In

1- Otl2A•m
j=1
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